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AND ITS VALIDATION USING LABORATORY
MEASUREMENTS
S.T. Chan*,D.E. Stevens,andR. L. Lee
Lawrence
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Livermore,CA94551

1. INTRODUCTION

3. MODEL
VALIDATION

Numericalmodeling of airflow and pollutant
dispersionaroundbuildings is a challengingtask
dueto the geometricalvariationsof buildingsand
the extremely complexflow created by such
surface-mounted
obstacles. The airflow around
buildings inevitably involves impingementand
separationregions, a multiple votexsystemwith
building wakes,and jetting effects in street
canyons. The interference from adjacent
buildings further complicates the flow and
dispersionpatterns. Thusaccuratesimulationsof
suchflow andpollutant transport requirenot only
appropriatephysics submodels
but also accurate
numericsand significant computingresources.
Wehavedeveloped
an efficient, high resolution
CFDmodelfor such purposes, with a primary
goal to support incident response and
preparednessin emergencyresponseplanning,
vulnerability analysis, and the development
of
mitigationtechniques.

Wehave performedmodelvalidations using,
amongothers, the tow-tank experimental data
fromflow anddispersion past a cubical building
and similar data arounda 2-D array of building
blocksin a windtunnel.
In the first example,our modelwasusedto
simulate the flow field arounda 2-D array of
modelbuildings conductedat the USEPA
Fluid
ModelingFacility (Brown, et al., 2000). The
predicted flow and turbulence kinetic energy
(TKE)fields nearthe first two buildings fromour
NEVsimulationare shownin the following figure.
Our modelwasable to predict a flow separation
and recirculation over the first building andno
similar recirculation over the other buildings.
Recirculationsin all canyonsandthe TKEfield,
whichhas its peakvaluenearthe leading edgeof
the first building, werealso well predicted. A
similar simulation using LESis in progressand
resultswill bereported
later.

2, NUMERICALMODEL
Our modelis basedon solving the threedimensional, time-dependent Navier-Stokes
equations. The basic numerical algorithm is
composedof an innovative finite element
approach to accurately represent complex
buildingshapes
anda fully implicit projection
method
for efficient time-integration(Greshoand
Chan,1998). For turbulence processes,wehave
implementeda nonlinear eddy viscosity (NEV)
and a Smagorinskylarge eddy simulation (LES)
submodels. The NEVsubmodel(Suga 1995)
anisotropic and there is no need for wall
functions. Also included are submodelsfor
aerosols, UVradiation decay, surface energy
budget, and tree canopyeffects. Our modelhas
beendevelopedto run on both the serial and
massivelyparallel computer
ptatforms.
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In the second example, we present a
validation Studyof flow and dispersionarounda
cubical building, using both the NEVand LES
turbulence submodels.A steady state flow was
obtained with the NEVsubmodeland then used
in a separatedispersionsimulation. However,an
unsteadyflow with vortex sheddingbehind the
cubewaspredicted with LES,thus the dispersion
simulation wasconductedsimultaneously with
the flowfield calculation.

The main features of the flow, including
separationsin front of the cube,on the roof and
the sides, andrecirculating eddiesin the wake,
are all well predicted by both turbulence
submodeis.The predicted reattachmentlengths
are 1.85 by NEVand 1.55 by LES, which are in
goodagreement
with the value of 1.68 measured
by MartinuzziandTropea(1993)and the value
1.64 predictedby Shah(1998).
For dispersion assessment, we use the
results froma studyby Zhanget, a1.(1996)for
continuous,ground-leveltracer release behind
the cube. In the next figure, predicted
concentrationsare comparedwith measurements
(shadedarea) along three lines. Thetop plot
shows the LES capturing the horizontal
dispersion,as observed
in the experiment,at the
outflowat 6H(H beingthe building height) behind
the building. In the middleplot, the LESandNEV
results are seen to agree quite well with
measured
data along the floor of the symmetry
plane. Compared
in the bottomplot are vertical
concentration
profiles in the middleof the outflow
plane, with higherconcentrations
nearthe ground
in the NEVsimulation due to the absenceof
vortex shedding.

4. SUMMARY
In this study, our modelhas beenused to
simulate two laboratory experimentsinvolving
complexflow and dispersion patterns. Our model
has been observedto reproducevery well the
importantfeatures of the experimentalresults.
The LESapproachis generally moreaccurate
than the NEVapproach;however,it is roughlyan
order of magnitude
morecostly.
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